
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: South Canterbury Racing Club Date: 15 June 2012 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Good 3 
Rail: Out 3 metres 
Stewards: J McLaughlin (Chairman), A Ray, B Jones 
Stenographer: C McMullan 

 

GENERAL:  
Rider L McGregor was unable to attend today’s meeting due to transport difficulties. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: SMART HALO, MISS EL BEE DEE, CHIEFS DAUGHTER, THE DEBT COLLECTOR, PAUANUI, BRAEMAR, 

NUMERO DE LAGO, WAITING 
Suspensions: Race    

Fines: Race    

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race  7 HADLOW – veterinary clearance required prior to racing again. 

Medical Certificates: K Walters – medical clearance received 

Rider Charges: Race  1 R Hannam replaced L McGregor as the rider of EMM GEE 

Scratching Penalties: Race    

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 CENTRAL SI OWNERS & TRAINERS 2YO+ MAIDEN (1200m) 

JAZZCAT began awkwardly. 
HAPPY DAYS tended to sky its head when being restrained passing the 1000m. 
KING TAP raced wide from the 900m. 
Passing the 600m THEEMGEE was held up for a short distance by the tiring JAZZCAT. 
Passing the 200m MY LATTE lay in having to be straightened. 
When questioned regarding the tactics employed on WANNABEAWALLABETOO, rider C Johnson stated that after drawing 
wide and runners to his inside beginning better, he elected to take the gelding to a rearward position. He added that the 
gelding was unsuited to the fast temp of the race and had run home well over the concluding stages.  
When questioned regarding the performance of MARY BURKE, rider L Robinson stated that in his opinion the filly had not 
backed up from its most recent racing. He added that the firmer nature of today’s track had contributed to its performance. 
A post race veterinary examination of MARY BURKE did not reveal any obvious abnormalities. Trainer R McKay advised the 
Stewards that it was his intention to spell MARY BURKE. 
 

Race 2 D’CASH DASH RATING 75 (1200m) 

SNEAKY tended to over race passing the 1000m. 
Passing the 200m TRADEMARK was held up for clear running. 
Passing the 200m PREMIER LADY was placed in restricted room when SNEAKY shifted in under pressure. 
MISS EL BEE DEE shifted in under pressure passing the 175m placing CANGOWEST in restricted room for a short distance. 
In the shadows of the post PREMIER LADY was placed in restricted room having to steady. 
Rider C Spittles advised the Stewards that PREMIER LADY had tended to lay out during the run home. 
 

Race 3 SPEIGHTS SPRINT RATING 65 (1200m) 

SUNASURIA was buffeted between runners as the start was made, losing ground as a result. 
COPPER TAP raced ungenerously passing the 1000m tending to sky its head whilst being restrained. Rider L Callaway 
reported to the Stewards that after getting further back than anticipated the gelding had raced ungenerously through the 



 

 

early and middle stages and had made ground well over the concluding stages.  
Rider R Doherty reported to the Stewards that SUNASURIA had felt indifferent in its actions over the concluding stages. A 
post race veterinary examination revealed the mare to be lame in its near foreleg. Trainer D Hutton advised the Stewards it 
was his intention to retire SUNASURIA from his stable. 
 

Race 4 EQUINE VETERINARY SERVICES MILE RATING 75 (1600m) 

VOODOO VIXEN was slow in the early stages.  
Passing the 1400m LORD CAVENDISH had to steady when crowded for room by LAMAZE which was taken inwards by 
RUSHN PRINCE (M Cameron). M Cameron was advised to exercise greater care in future when racing in similar 
circumstances. LAMAZE and LORD CAVENDISH both over raced for a short distance after this incident. 
When questioned regarding the performance of THE DEBT COLLECTOR, trainer I Marks reported to the Stewards that 
the gelding had been training well and appreciated obtaining an uncontested lead throughout the race. 
M Cameron (RUSHN PRINCE) was reminded of his obligations in regard to use of the whip prior to the 200m.  
 

Race 5 WASHDYKE WONDERS 1600 RATING 65 (1600m) 

BALLYRINA, TE RUANUKU and OVERTHELIGN were all slow to begin. 
ROYAL RUMBLE raced wide throughout. 
SHACKLETON became awkwardly placed on the heels of ROYAL RUMBLE and had to be restrained by its rider passing 
the 600m. 
Near the 500m EL BEE DEE which was racing back and to the inside of SHACKLETON had to be steadied when crowded 
on the back of SHACKLETON at that stage and lost ground.  
SHACKLETON was held up for clear running in the early stages of the home straight. 
Rider L Allpress reported to the Stewards that PEACE felt indifferent in its actions over the concluding stages with the 
mare inclined to lay inwards throughout the run home. A post race veterinary examination of PEACE did not reveal 
any obvious abnormalities. 
SHACKLETON was reported to have lost a hind plate during the running. 
When questioned regarding the performance of PAUANUI, stable representative A Carston reported to the Stewards 
that the mare appreciated the drop back in class today and a more positive ride from a handy barrier position. 
A post race veterinary examination of EL BEE DEE revealed the gelding to be showing some swelling in its off hind 
pastern which did not require further veterinary treatment. Trainer R McKay undertook to keep the Stewards 
informed of its progress in coming days. 
 

Race 6 LION LTD RATING 85 HANDICAP (2100m) 

LIVANA, SO REGAL and ARONSAY all made the first bend awkwardly. 
Passing the 1500m LIVANA began to over race for some distance before settling. 
SO REGAL and LIVANA came together passing the 400m and bumped on a number of occasions. 
ACQUIT which returned to the birdcage with blood present in one nostril was examined by the Club’s Veterinarian 
and deemed not to be a bleeder. 
 

Race 7 CENTRAL STOCKFEED CO. STAYERS RATING 65 (2100m) 

LITTLE BOSS and GALLIVANT were slow to begin, with HELIOS slow over the early stages. 
GALLIVANT made the bend by the 1700m awkwardly and skyed its head on a number of occasions. 
KNIGHTONTHETOWN raced wide through the early stages. 
ALPINE PEARL raced keenly through the early stages and raced wide through the middle stages. 
Passing the 550m HADLOW was held up for a short distance. 
Passing the 500m TAPDANO faltered and broke down and was retired from the race. A veterinary examination 
revealed the gelding to have broken its off fore fetlock and was humanely euthanased. 
Passing the 200m WINNIPEG was held up for a short distance having to change ground outwards to obtain clear 
running. 
When questioned regarding the performance of HADLOW, rider T Direen stated that the gelding had got back further 
than anticipated and was further held up passing the 550m but only battled over the concluding stages when placed 
under full pressure. She added that in her opinion the gelding would be better suited to a track with more give in it. A 
post race veterinary examination of HADLOW revealed the gelding to be lame in its near foreleg. The connections 
were advised that HADLOW would require a veterinary clearance prior to racing next. 
 

Race 8 PORT FM MAIDEN (2100m) 



 

 

ELSACOURTNEY and AQUALUNG were both hampered at the start and got back when runners either side shifted 
ground. 
CASH CARD was slow to begin. 
AQUALUNG made the bend near the 1700m awkwardly, shifting out and forcing CASH CARD over extra ground. 
GOSSIP GIRL raced ungenerously passing the 1600m and had to be restrained. 
Passing the 1000m GOSSIP GIRL, CEEJAY CYCLONE and MARSHALL DILLON all over raced when being restrained as the 
tempo of the race eased. 
WAITING raced wide through the middle stages. 
TWO TICKS raced wide from the 1000m. 
Passing the 350m CASH CARD which had improved up onto the heels of the tiring ROAD STAR contacted a heel and 
blundered. 
 

 


